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Abstract:

Takedinorum  is  a  gesture-syllable  language  that  can  be  used  as  a  tool  for  learning  body
percussion. It is based on the use of voice to guide the movement and the body percussion gestures.
It is a kind of rhythm solmization system in which syllables are associated with body percussion
gestures.

This  language  grows  from  its  simplest  elements,  the  gesture-syllables.  Words,  phrases  and
choreographies can be built with them. Starting with the most basic motion and using voice as a
guide, these increasingly complex constructions evolve towards dance:

• Each gesture-syllable is built using one of the five Spanish vowels and some consonants.
• Each one represents a part of the body or a kind of gesture.
• A Takedinorum word is a simple combination of syllables which involves a combination of

body percussion gestures and body movements. The more words you memorize with your
body, the greater the size of your Takedinorum vocabulary. 

• A phrase is a combination of words with a musical sense.
• A choreography, the most complex structure in Takedinorum language, consist of a 

combination of phrases.

In order to disseminate Takedinorum through the educational community and as a result of the
systematic and progressive implementation of these concepts, a collection of 21 tutorial videos with
supporting  material  has  been  developed.  Author  presents  in  this  communication  this  didactic
materials for use in classroom.

This work has been supported by the Consellería de Educación of the Xunta de Galicia, during a
formative leave. It is freely available under Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Licence
(CC BY-SA 3.0). 

Keywords:  Musical  Education,  Body  Persussion,  Didactics  of  Body  Percussion,  rhythmic
solmization, rhythmic syllables.
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1. Introduction:

“Many of us believe that a teacher-iniciated innovation at the grassroots level of the classroom is
more effective as it is often introduced directly in response to an immediate problem in the specific
context of the classroom” (Shamim, 1996).

Takedinorum arose from the need to improve communication between author and his students. He
is very grateful to can experiment with them. His main aim was to implement a method to develop
complex ideas using a few simple items. A number of activities and games for the classroom was
developed using these ideas. This paper presents a collection of 21 tutorial videos created during a
formative leave of absence.

We can find a lot of systems that use vocalizations as a tool to improve rhythmic learning (Rogers,
2012). The use of rhythmic syllables is an important way to comprehend and assimilate rhythm of
music in some of them such as Dalcroze, Willems, Orff and Kodaly (Vernia, 2014). They are based
on the idea that body movement is activated and guided by the voice. This is perhaps the most
important assumption to construct Takedinorum.

In some vocalization systems each syllable represent a length of sound (Cartón & Gallardo, 1994),
in others each syllable is associated with an accent in different parts of the measure (Gordon, 2007),
in others is associated with the position in the rhythmical sequence (Hoffman, 2009). Of particularly
relevance are the case of South Indian Solkattu to develop rhythmic learning in traditional drums in
which  syllables  represent  different  subdivisions  of  the  beat  (Nelson,  2008),  and  the  Takadimi
system, a recent revision of Kodaly system (Palkki, 2010), that even specify “a place within the
beat” (p.119).

Takedinorum  associate  each  syllable  with  a  specific  body  percussion  gesture.   Each  syllable
contains therefore the following information:

• spacial information, about the part of the body in which you drum,
• motor information, about the way the gesture is produced.
• sound information, about the sound quality of that gesture.

It is important to think about the difference moments of the mental and body process: you think a
syllable, you move your body towards the gesture at the same time you prepare your mouth to
vocalized (anacrusis), you vocalized the syllable at exactly the same time you produce the gesture.
Therefore,  language  guide  body  movement  connecting  mind  with  body.  Voice  also  helps  to
construct body memory in a short, medium or long term. In this way, body learns a vocabulary with
words,  phrases  and  more  complex  structures  (choreographies).  Body  not  only  learns  specific
gestures to drum, but movements to connect them. Once this memory is acquired the body can
remember movements and gestures without pronouncing syllables. In addition, your brain learn to
think fluently and independently while you are producing body percussion gestures.

Takedinorum is presented as a tool to improve motor skills and body memory in body percussion
practice.

A number  of  teachers  in  their  workshops employ vocalizations  in  several  different  ways.  It  is
difficult to find written or audiovisuals explanations about this way of working, but it is important
to  highlight  there  is  a  live  movement  of  interaction  between  cultures,  knowledges  and
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methodologies  at  the present  time.  It  is  important  the  contribution of  some events  such as  the
International Body Music Festival 1.

Body Music Didactics (Barbatuques, 2007) and Body Music in general, which implies the use of
voice (Keith Terry, 2002, 2007, 2014), are still evolving rapidly.

2. Aims:

The aims of Takedinorum Language are to:

• learn a language that use our voice to guide body in order to improve body percussion;
• develop the necessary psychomotor skills to play music with the body;
• know body percussion gestures;
• improve body awareness through the movement, the use of the voice, and an active listening

to a better understanding of beat and rhythm;
• develop patterns of body memory.

The aims of the video collection are to:

• develop Takedinorum language;
• disseminate Takedinorum through the educational community;
• provide teachers and students with a systematic, progressive and free method for use in 

classroom or for their personal training through any display device;
• improve rhythmic reading through body percussion sequences.

3. Methodology:

3.1.Developing the method:

This  work stems from the author’s need of  show an alternative to  traditional  teaching-learning
methods. The intention is to develop constructive educational practises. Through the observation of
the daily practice of the students he has developed a his own methodology and materials. Therefore,
the author has used a kind of a qualitative research as describes Angrosino (2012) in page 61 and
80.

Once the basis of Takedinorum were created (the syllables), the author implemented the method in
the classroom by creating new materials by observing and analysing results. He built a number of
activities as routines,  activities of exploration of rhythmic sequences,  little choreographies with
musical accompaniment, sequences to accompany songs and so on.
Author also defined some useful concepts that permitted him to work in a systematic way and to
build complex ideas by starting from simple elements.

To design videos it was chosen a collection of musics under a compatible License with CC BY-SA
3.0. The aim was to work with different music styles in order to generate a variety of sequences.
All the sequences used in the videos (about 300 short sequences and 2 choreographies) were created
by the author. They are inspired by each specific music and by body percussion gestures. 

1 IBMF, International Body Music Festival. http://www.internationalbodymusicfestival.com/
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3.2. Basic concepts:

A number of basic concepts are needed to develop Takedinorum Language: vowels, consonants,
words, phrases, choreographies, sequences.

• Vowels: we use five Spanish vowels to mean different parts of the body:
◦ a: upper area or general clapping.
◦ e: hands on trunk. 
◦ i: snaps. 
◦ o: hands on legs. 
◦ u: feet. 

• Consonants allow to build syllables in a systematic way. Main consonants are:
◦ p: 2 hands are used. 
◦ t: right hand is used.
◦ k: left hand is used.
◦ ch(a): mean general clap.
◦ d(u)(m): mean general foot. 
◦ Details are found in the web of the author2

• Word: is a sequence with a few syllables that is always used in the same order.
• Phrase: is a bigger sequence composed of words. 
• Choreography: is the biggest structure in Takedinorum language. 
• Sequence: is any combination of body percussion gestures. This term is different from the

term  “rhythm  pattern”.  A specific  rhythm  pattern  could  be  played  with  different
gestures.

3.3. Classroom methodology:

Author developed his classroom methodology based on his teaching background, especially with
teenagers. Students form a circle during class sessions when they work without videos. Teacher
plays his body percussion gestures in a direct way (not with a mirror image). When he play the
video, all the students look at the screen in the same direction. This is the reason why virtual teacher
into the video plays mirror gestures. Sometimes, with some students, there is some problems of
laterality. In general, videos work with both direct and reverse sequences in order to balance the
laterality.

Teachers can use videos without changes during a session or create their own circular dynamics
inspired by them. Different methodologies can be used depending on the type of the video:

Some videos are classified as “exploration”. In these videos a lot of sequences are presented but not
repeated. The aim is to explore a specific question (a rhythm, a combination of gestures…). The
first  time students watch these videos can feel some frustration because they can’t  play all  the
sequences. It is important to explain this issue, to repeat the whole and sometimes to work slowly
using musical scores.

2 See https://www.takedinorum.com/consonantes or
Search “takedinorum” into https://www.edu.xunta.es/espazoAbalar/es/espazos/recursos 
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Videos classified as “routine” repeat several times the same sequences or similar. They are like
scales in the study of a musical instrument. Teacher can develop his own routines to present to his
students.
Videos classified as “sequence” developed a unique sequence (or two). Methodology used in this
case is the accumulation of contents until the sequence is complete.
The fourth kind of videos, the choreographies, presents very long sequences. Therefore, students
need to memorize a lot of gestures and movements step by step in an analytic way. It is important to
repeat isolated words and phrases without the video.

Imitation processes are present in all videos. Imitation develops short term body memory. Medium
and long term body memories are reinforced when processes are repeated over and over.

4. Findings:

One of the final products of this qualitative research are a number of didactic materials: routines, 
dynamics, choreographies and, mainly, the 21 video collection3 which is presented here.

4.1. Table of contents4:

The video collection is organized in five levels of difficulty. In first three levels feet are only used to
feel and strike the beat. In levels four and five, feet participate in rhythm sequences. 

• Level 0: What is it? 
• Level 1: Only one Takedinorum vowel is used in each video.

◦ Video 1.1.Cha
◦ Video 1.2.Teke
◦ Video 1.3.Tiki
◦ Video 1.4.Toko

• Level 2: Videos exploring sequences with 2 Takedinorum vowels.
◦ Video 2.1.Chateke
◦ Video 2.2.Chatiki
◦ Video 2.3.Chatoko
◦ Video 2.5.Teketoko
◦ video 2.6.Tikitoko

• Level 3: Three and four vowels are used employing different materials.
◦ Video 3.1: Chapataka teketiki. It explores a triple time measure.
◦ Video 3.2: Taka teke toko. It explores “juba” variants (Goodkin, 2007)
◦ Video 3.3: Teke tiki toko Take Five. It explores routines using a five beat jazz standard

(AA.VV., 2004).
◦ Video 3.4: Off-beats. It explores short off-beat sequences.

• Level 4: Feet begin to participate into the rhythm patterns.
◦ Video 4.1: Tuku 1. It explores easy feet sequences, using heels and toes sitting on a

chair.
◦ Video 4.2: Tuku 2. It explores easy feet sequences with different standing movements. 

3 See https://www.takedinorum.com
Search “takedinorum” into https://www.edu.xunta.es/espazoAbalar/es/espazos/recursos 

4 https://www.takedinorum.com/indice-de-videos  
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◦ Video 4.3: Chatuku. It explores clap and feet sequences.
◦ Video 4.4: Teke tuku. A unique sequence is built, based on a Bossa Nova rhythm pattern

(AA.VV., 2001).
◦ Video  4.5:  Complementary  sequences.  This  video  implements  this  concept  by

developing a two-voices dynamics.  
• Level 5: The concept of choreography is developed.

◦ Video 5.1: Muiñeira. It proposes a body percussion sequence for playing while singing a
traditional Galician melody. 

◦ Video 5.2: Lullaby of Birdland. It proposes a complete choreography to accompany a
free version of this jazz standard (AA.VV., 2004).

4.2. Visual information in the videos:

It concluded that videos must show supplementary information for the use during lessons. 
Each video shows different kinds of visual information, targeted at different types of students.

• Gestural information: Author plays all gestures like in a mirror. Most students focus their
visual attention in this movements to imitate virtual teacher gestures.

• Iconographic  information:  Not  all  students  are  able  to  know  when  they  must  observe
without  playing and when they must play.  Two icons show the order  in firsts
exploratory videos (figure 1).

Figure 1: directions for a correct development of sessions.

• Musical  notation  information:  all  sequences  are  written  in  musical  notation  (figure  2).
Teacher can choose when to use this special information. Sequences are collected
in sheet music that can be downloaded to use as an aid.

Figure 2: Example of musical notation information
to write Sequence 5 in video 4.3.Chatuku.

• Textual Information: This is a kind of musical information (figure 3). It is observed that
some students who have difficult to read musical notation focus their attention in
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this information. It is possible to write rhythm and gestural patterns using only
textual symbols. Parentheses “( )” indicates the start and the end of a measure.
Slash “/“ indicates separation between pulses.  Dots “·” indicates the minimun
subdivision in a specific sequence.

Figure 3: Example of textual information
to write Sequence 23 in video 1.2.Teke

4.3. Sheet music and notation:

The musical notation system used in all the videos is based on body parts and gestures (figure 4)

Figure 4: General Takedinorum Notation

Different kind of musical systems for body percussion can be found in references and along the 
web. Some of them are based on body parts (Mantilla, 2016).

4.4. Body Percussion Sequencer (SPC).

It  is  proposed  an  interesting  methodological  tool  as  a  supplementary  didactic  material  for  the
videos. Using a visual code with five colours we can represent Takedinorum sequences. An example
is showed in figures 5 to 8. 
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Figure 5: SPC ready to play
the two complementary sequences in video 4.5

Figure 6: The same two sequences in textual notation using Takedinorum syllables.

Figure 7: Sequence 1 in rhythm musical notation.

Figure 8: Sequence 2 in rhythm musical notation.

5. Final Remarks and Discussion: 

To name and define the things is to understand them. If a language is available for us to name body
percussion gestures we will can communicate in a more efficient way with our students to teach
body percussion. This means that we will have a methodology at our disposal to create and teach
step by step complex ideas. Takedinorum offers to our students a way not only for learning but for
creating their own body percussion ideas.
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Takedinorum  syllables  are  not  only  mnemonics  rules.  As  we  can  find  in  Palkki  (2010),  the
vocalization  of  rhythm syllables  “help  make  connections  between  disparate  parts  of  the  brain
involved in rhythm learning and performing” (p.124). It can be stated that body is executing motor
commands sequences when Takedinorum syllables are used.

Therefore, Takedinorum language is a body percussion solmization system. This means that it is not
exactly  a  rhythm  solmization  system  because  syllables  do  not  symbolize  durations  but  body
percussion gestures. 

Through this communication it is expected:
1. To offer to the educational community a free tool for use in classroom. 
2. To disseminate a method that can grow with educational community contributions.

Some questions are raised for discussion:

1. Is it possible to apply Takedinorum in another ages and educational contexts? 
2. What is the starting age to learn Takedinorum?
3. How could it be used for teaching Musical Language in Musical Schools (López, 2018)?
4. Does  Takedinorum  bring  benefits  to  solve  psychomotor  problems  in  adult  people,  for

example, in music teachers who are trying to learn it?
5. Could it be used to improve oral language in students with special learning needs?
6. Does Takedinorum improve psychomotricity in general?
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